Abstract. Visual-inertial odometry (VIO) is a process of estimating the position and orientation of an mobile platform (e.g., vehicle, robot) using measurements from on-board cameras and IMU sensor. In this paper, a visual-inertial odometry algorithm is presented which can achieves accurate performance. In the proposed method, relative position and orientation between the body frames at different time instants are estimated by MIMU and monoVO separately, then an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used to combining these estimation for achieving an accurate estimation of the motion. Experiment is conducted to show the effectiveness of the proposed method in real environment.
Introduction
Visual and inertial measurements offer complementary properties which make them particularly suitable for fusion, in order to address robust and accurate localization and mapping, a primary need for any mobile robotic system [1] . In general, there are two main ways to approaching the visual-inertial estimation problem: nonlinear optimization methods and filtering methods [2] . Although the nonlinear optimization method can achieve higher accuracy, it is difficult to run in real time due to its high computational cost. Based on this reason, an EKF is used for sensor fusion in the proposed method.
The EKF framework consists of a prediction step and an updating step. In the prediction step, MIMU provides acceleration and rotational velocity measurements in three axes, and makes the motion prediction. In the updating step, monocular camera provides the angular and ranging measurements between the camera frames at different time instants, and uses these measurements to update the prediction results. In the following, we describe the algorithm in detail.
MIMU Dynamic Model
An IMU state vector at any time instant can be defined by a 16×1 vector, v are the position and velocity of IMU frame {I} with respect to world frame {W}, expressed in {W}. q WI is the unit quaternion describing the rotation from {W} to {I}, b a and b g are 3×1 vectors that describe the biases affecting the accelerometer and gyroscope measurements, respectively.
For MIMU, the real angular velocity ω and the real acceleration a are related with gyroscope and accelerometer measurements in the following form:
The dynamic model can be represented by the form: 
Apart from the current IMU state vector, the system state vector includes one past IMU pose:
p is the position of {I} with respect to {W} at the time instant when the previous image was captured, 1 
WI
q is the unit quaternion describing the rotation from {W} to {I 1 }. For the position, velocity and bias state variables, the arithmetic difference can be applied (i.e. the error in the estimate x of a quantity x is defined as   x x x ), but the error quaternion is defined as ˆ , where  denotes quaternion multiplication [3] . Since attitude corresponds to three Degree of Freedom,  θ is used to describe the attitude errors, which is a minimal representation. The error quaternion can be written as
. Thus, the error state vector containing 21 elements:
Since past pose in filter predict step has no dynamic, assume its process model is zero:
The differential equations for the continuous time error state are: 
where T is the sampling interval of MIMU. Digitize Q c to obtain
With F d and Q d , the prediction equation for error state covariance matrix is:
In the prediction step, the nominal state use Eq. 4 and Eq. 7 with 4-th order Runge-Kutta to predict. The prediction of error state is given by Eq. 9. The prediction equation for error state covariance matrix is given by Eq. 12.
VO Measurement Model
The relative position measurement p z between {I 1 } and {I} can be written as:
where n Δp is the noise associated with this measurement assumed to be a zero-mean white Gaussian process with covariance R p . Since 
The estimated relative position measurement is
The error in the relative position measurement is
. By substituting from Eq. 14, Eq. 15, it can be obtained that:
The relative attitude measurement q z between {I 1 } and {I} can be written as:
where n Δq is the noise associated with this measurement assumed to be a zero-mean white Gaussian process with covariance R q . The estimated relative attitude measurement is 1 q IÎ  zq , so the error in the relative attitude measurement is:
By multiplying both sides of Eq. 18 with the matrix   In the updating step, the Kalman gain can be obtained by
where
PH
can be obtained from the prediction results, 
Summary
In this paper, a visual-inertial odometry algorithm is presented which can achieves accurate performance. In the proposed method, relative position and orientation between the body frames at different time instant are estimated by MIMU and monoVO separately, than an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used to combining these estimation for achieving an accurate estimation of the motion. A long distance experiment was carried out in the campus to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results show the error of the IMU can be effectively constrained by the proposed method and the estimated ego-motion is close to the actual path.
